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This Week 

Increasing Momentum 

Almost 200 countries reached an agreement in principle to do more to fight climate change. In brief, they 

agreed to return next year with stronger plans to curb emissions. But the agreement does make it clear that 

all nations need to slash their carbon dioxide emissions by roughly 50% this decade to hold warming below 

1.5 degrees Celsius. 

Why is this important to investors? If I were you I wouldn't be buying commodities like coal and petroleum. 

However, that doesn't necesarily mean that big oil companies are going to disappear. They saw this shift 

coming many years ago and are seriously working on green energy sources like sun and wind. 

Commodities 

If you use energy for your car or home, or eat food, you know that inflation is perpetual and ubiquitous (ever 

present and everywhere). And it is far larger than anything the government reports. Overt inflation shows up 

in things like the price of gasoline and the prices of electricity and water for your home. Covert inflation, also 

called "shrink-flation" happens in many places. For example, a bag of potato chips may still be the same price, 

but the package that used to 16 ounces is now 14.3 ounces. Or the package of lunch meat that used to have a 

dozen slices may still have a dozen slices, but the slices are thinner. 

To add to the problem, we have the Fed who has been pouring gas on the inflation fire in the name of 

artificially "supporting" the capital markets. They've been creating money and purchasing bonds and other 

securities for the better part of a decade. They've also suppressed interest rates, which is great for the stock 

market but not for individuals trying to save for retirement. 

We are seeing the beginning of once-in-a-generation inflation levels. The academics running the Fed are 

telling people they can control inflation. I'm pretty sure they don't even know what caused it, so I'd put their 

chances of controlling it somewhere between zero and none. 

One way for individual investors to make money during periods of rampant inflation is to invest in 

commodities. If you're not a futures trader, this is not a good time to try it, and don't even think about 

trading futures on margin. You can lose your house, your car, and the family dog trading futures on margin. 

Fortunately, there are commodity ETFs which trade like stocks. 

I'm getting started on assembling a universe of commodity ETFs that should help us, as individual investors, 

profit from inflation. The ETFs I'm thinking about so far include DBA (agriculture), DBB (base metals), DBC 

(generic commodities), GLD (gold), SLV or SIVR (silver), PPLT (platinum), PALL (palladium), CPER (copper), LIT 

(lithium), GMET ("green" metals), and so on. For metals, I'm also thinking about the miners, like GDX for gold. 

I'm just getting started on this project. If you have ideas or suggestions, let me know.  

https://www.vaneck.com/us/en/investments/green-metals-etf-gmet/


Market Barometers       ← Use this link to see all the market barometer charts 

I will be first to admit that charts do NOT forecast price – they show the path of  

least resistance and provide an excellent risk management tool.  —  Peter Brandt 

The major indexes saw some profit taking this week but they all remain green. 

 

https://trendlinedynamics.com/market_barometer_charts/


A Closer Look 

This week Monday was a second doji star, then price lost ground on Tuesday and Wednesday, and it 

gained some back on Thursday and Friday. The NYAD agreed with the SPX this week, but the SPXA50R 

remained mostly flat, and actually did better than the SPX. ending the week close to 74%, which is quite 

strong. 

 

 

 
 



Bullish Universe       ← Use this link to get to the live summary table 

These are ETFs that are likely to do well during bull markets. 

 

Last week's choices were: DBC 17%, IGV 17%, IYT 17%, QQQ 17%, TIP 16%, and VNQ 

17%. 

Top 10 ETFs from the Bullish and Bearish Universes  

Sym MTA RelStr Long High-15% High-7.5% Last Div Notes 

DBC ↑ 4.0 ↓↓ yes $18.56 $20.20 $21.33 —  

IYT ↑ 3.2 ↑↑ yes $237.32 $258.26 $277.76 0.7%  

IGV ↑ 3.0 ↑↑ yes $379.54 $413.03 $443.06 —  

QQQ ↑ 2.3 ↑↑ yes $338.81 $368.71 $394.70 0.5%  

IWM ↑ 2.1 ↑↑ no $206.18 $224.37 $239.50 0.8%  

VTI ↑ 1.9 ↑↑ no $206.35 $224.55 $241.75 1.3%  

VNQ ↑ 1.3 ↑↑ yes $94.28 $102.60 $109.67 2.2% exit if close < $102.60 

USMV ↑ 0.9 ↑↑ no $66.54 $72.41 $78.16 1.5%  

GLD ↑ 0.7 ↑ no $164.81 $179.38 $174.45 —  

ARKK ↑ 0.5↑ no $133.09 $144.84 $118.49 —  

Legend: Up: ↑, Down: ↓, Flat/Stable: → 



https://trendlinedynamics.com/core_universe_charts/


Since its October high, DBC has declined half a dollar to around $21.30, but its OBV is still 

rising a little. IYT is in consolidation after climbing from $245 to $277 in 6 weeks. IGV has 

been flat-ish for several weeks but its money flow is still positive. QQQ has done quite well 

since early October but slid a little from a high of almost $399 to just below $395 this week. 

IWM got close to $236 this week, but remained above the trading range it was stuck in for 

many months this year. 

VTI remained mostly above the $240 level it reached last week on good money flow. VNQ 

almost broke historic resistance near $110 that was established last August. USMV is within 

12 cents of breaking through the all-time high it set in early September. GLD broke up 

through a 47-week descending trendline on Thursday. Strong money flow suggests GLD will 

continue rising. ARKK has been mostly flat for the last 4.5 months and negative money flow 

does not paint a good picture. 

          -          -          -          -          -          -          -          -          -          -          - 

I just spent an hour looking at two ETFs, VNQ and IWM. VNQ has a slope of 1.3 and IWM 

has a slope of 2.1. I have been holding VNQ, waiting for it to take off. Maybe it will. It looks 

enticing. And I don't normally jettison an ETF until it actually turns down; however, this 

week I'm going to sell VNQ and buy IWM. And there are several reasons for making the 

change. 

The biggest reason is that the OBV for IWM is significantly stronger than VNQ's OBV. 

Second, I think VNQ is being ignored by investors because they see the term "Real Estate" 

and they don't look at what VNQ is really about — and it's not office buildings. VNQs top 

holding are cell tower providers (search on "VNQ Top 10 Holdings"), which I think will pay 

off when 5G becomes the standard. But most investors don't look very far beyond the big 

print. 

Based on the OBVs, it looks to me like IWM is just breaking out from a long consolidation, 

and VNQ is entering what could be a long consolidation. So I'm going to sell VNQ and buy 

IWM. 

This week's picks are: DBC 17%, IGV 17%, IWM 17%, IYT 17%, QQQ 17%, and TIP 16%. 

(I know. That adds up to 101%. Remember, these are supposed to be approximations. If 

you need exactitude, increase TIP to 17%, multiply the total by 0.980392156, and divide by 

6, then round each position to the nearest Swiss Franc. :-) 

 

 

 

https://www.etf.com/VNQ#overview


Bearish Universe       ← Use this link to get to the live summary table 

These are ETFs that are likely to do well during bear markets. 

 

 

DBC remains the only bearish ETF that did better than the VTI. 

https://trendlinedynamics.com/bonds_and_dividends/


Sector Universe       ← Use this link to get to the live summary table 

 

 

SPX Sectors with slopes better than or equal to the VTI Index are: 

1 XLE  6.3 

2 XLY  4.8 

3 XTN  4.1 

4 XLK  2.5 

5 XLF  2.4 

https://trendlinedynamics.com/spx_sector_charts/


Auxiliary Universe       ← Use this link to get to the live summary table 

 

Auxiliary Sector ETFs with slopes better than the VTI Index: 

1 XOP  9.4 

2 USO  6.1 

3 LIT  5.5 

4 SOXX  3.3 

5 META  2.7 

6 ARKW  2.7 

7 ARKQ  2.3 

8 HACK  2.2 
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https://trendlinedynamics.com/auxiliary_sector_charts/

